The perfect destination

Consorzio Costa Hotels / Mare Collina Tour Travel
Tel. +39 0541 607636 booking@costahotels.it

About us
Why with us?








Quality and variety of the services
Renovated and valuable Hotels
Moderate and competitive rates
Passion and attention to the details
Detailed knowledge of the region
Original and «tailor made» tours
Assistance and great attention to clients’ needs

Our Location:
Hotels
Wine Resort
Country House
Agriturismo
Historical Hotels & Villa

Something SPECIAL for your holidays
«Food Experiences»
Italian Cooking Classes (also with flowers)
Grape and Olive harvest
Truffle Hunt in the woods
Pizza, Espresso and Ice Cream Master class
Special Wine Tasting
«Suggestive Activities»
Vintage Cars
Super Car Test Drive (Ferrari, Lamborghini)
Vespa Tour
Sailboat and catamaran Cruises
Hot Air balloon excursion

Food Experiences & Suggestive Activities

DELICIOUS EMILIA-ROMAGNA

DAY 1: Bologna
Arrival at Bologna Airport, transfer to BOLOGNA city centre. The guided walking tour
starts from the Piazza with Neptune’s Fountain and walk beside the Basilica of San
Petronio where you can see the world largest sun dial, then onto cobbled streets of the
historical centre, the famous 2 Towers, and finally in the FOOD QUARTER where your
taste buds will be put to the taste with the Aperitivo with delicious Mortadella di
Bologna with a nice glass of wine. Transfer to the hotel. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 2: Reggio Emilia & Parmigiano Reggiano
Visit to the King of cheeses, Parmigiano Reggiano made exactly in the same way as the
monks who invented the recipe centuries ago. You will see all the different stages in the
production line, from the “Salt Pools” to the “Wheel Cathedral” where 20.000 wheels
of cheese age and mature for not less than 24 months and up to 36 months and more.
At the end of it, of course, the sublime tasting experience. Transfer to REGGIO EMILIA
and guided visit of the city centre. Dinner & overnight in hotel.
DAY 3: Modena & Aceto Balsamico
Visit to an Acetaia, producing the “Black Gold” the famous “Aceto Balsamico
Tradizionale”, obtained through a long and careful evolution inside different size
barrels arranged in decreasing order. Lunch tasting dedicated to the “Balsamico”.
Transfer to MODENA and and guided visit of the city centre and to the Luciano
Pavarotti’s house, one of the world greatest Tenors of all time!
Dinner & overnight in hotel.
DAY 4: Parma & Prosciutto
Visit to a Prosciutto di Parma producer . Opportunity to see operators hand salting the
hams, visit to the maturation rooms and cellars, final tasting-lunch including: Prosciutto
di Parma, other typical local cured meats, homemade cakes, local wine, water and
coffee. Transfer to PARMA and guided visit.. many sights, such as the Baptistery of
Antelami, the wooden theater Farnese or the Romanesque cathedral with its
baptistery, await for you. Dinner & overnight in hotel.
DAY 5: Ravenna
Transfer to RAVENNA. Guided visit to the Byzantine mosaics UNESCO World Heritage
sites: Basilica of San Vitale, Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Neonian Baptistery, Basilica of
Sant’Apollinare Nuovo. An interesting walk from the grave of Dante Alighieri (the
worldwide famous Father of Italian language) to the places in the historical centre who
saw Lord Byron’s loves. Lunch in traditional restaurant and departure.

DELICIOUS EMILIA-ROMAGNA

DISCOVER ROMAGNA

DAY 1: Ravenna + Cervia
Arrival in RAVENNA. Guided visit to the Byzantine mosaics UNESCO World Heritage sites:
Basilica of San Vitale, Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Neonian Baptistery, Basilica of
Sant’Apollinare Nuovo. Transfer to CERVIA where the charm of canals is linked to the
trade of "white gold" (salt). Visit of the little city centre with the MUSA – (Museum of salt
and salt Civilization), the suggestive fountain The Suspended Carpet, the Old Fish Market
and of the eighteenth-century Town Theater. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 2: Ferrara + Comacchio
Visit to FERRARA. The guided walking tour starts at Palazzo dei Diamanti and walk
along Corso Ercole I d’Este to reach the imposing Castello Estense. Passing through Piazza
delle Erbe, you reach the medieval area of the Jewish Ghetto. Transfer to COMACCHIO, to
discover the canals and alleys of the “Piccola Venezia”. Lunch in a restaurant with eels
menu. Visit of the scenic Trepponti Bridge, the Sbirri Bridge, the roman boat in the
interesting Ancient Delta Museum and the Manifattura dei Marinati (pickling factory).
Dinner & overnight.
DAY 3: Cesenatico + Forlimpopoli + Bertinoro
Departure to CESENATICO to visit the Museo della Marineria, the Porto Canale,
designed by Leonardo da Vinci, and the Vecchia Pescheria. Stop in FORLIMPOPOLI and
visit to Casa Artusi: the very first centre of gastronomic culture. Library, restaurant,
cookery school, wine cellar, bookshop, museum and location for events: is a living
museum to home cookery. Transfer to BERTINORO, balcony of Romagna (due to its
dominant position) and the City of Hospitality. Visit along the charming panoramic road of
the Grape Harvest to in Piazza della Libertà, the Column of Hospitality and the Chatedral.
Wine tasting in a famous winery. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 4 : Santarcangelo di Romagna + Rimini
Departure to SANTARCANGELO, a small medieval town with a charming atmosphere.
Visit of the city centre, from the Triumphal Arch to the ancient Malatesta Fortress. Stop in
a winery and lunch with wine tasting. Transfer to RIMINI and visit to discover the
wonders of the city: the Arch of Augustus, the Malatesta Temple, the Church of St.
Augustine with the frescoes of Giotto, the Old Fish market, built in the eighteenth
century, and the historic Galli Theater. The visit then continues with the Domus del
Chirurgo, with its 150 surgical instruments kept inside the City Museum and a walk on
the bimillenial Tiberius Bridge, proof of the admirable Roman civil architecture.
Dinner & overnight.
DAY 5 : Departure

DISCOVER ROMAGNA

ROMAGNA, LAND OF TASTE
DAY 1 : Arrival, dinner & overnight.
DAY 2 : Mondaino + Montegridolfo
First stop in MONDAINO, the last medieval hamlet on the border between
Romagna and Marche regions. Among the most interesting points (the “Maggiore”
square, also called “pan square” because of its shape, the main avenue and St.
Michael’s church) you reach the Jesuit Mill. Here we find a local producer of DOP
“Pit Cheese”, a special cheese aged since XIII century in caves. Tasting of 4 different
kind of cheese. Lunch with traditional dishes in a typical restaurant. In the
afternoon visit to MONTEGRIDOLFO to stroll through the enchanting alleys of the
village and to admire the striking landscape from the balconies. Last stop by a DOP
Extra Virgin Olive Oil producer for a special EVO oil tasting. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 3 : San Marino + San Leo
Departure to REPUBLIC SAN MARINO, guided visit of the medieval hilltop town
from S. Francis Arch, through the medieval lanes, till the Crossbow's amphitheater
and the Cathedral of the Saint Marino on the top of the old center. Free lunch in the
many restaurant of the center. Transfer to SAN LEO, in the heart of the
Montefeltro, on a hilltop 600 meters a.s.l., one of the 'most beautiful villages in
Italy'. The medieval center preserves the Roman buildings, the church, the
Cathedral and the Bell Tower, while the residential buildings changed a lot during
the Renaissance period. The Fortress of Francesco di Giorgio Martini was the
protagonist of important war events during the Renaissance period. With the
devolution of the duchy of Urbino to the direct rule of the Papal States (1631), the
fortress was turned into a prison (from 1791 until his death, there was jailed
Giuseppe Balsamo, known as Count Cagliostro). Dinner & overnight
DAY 4 : Santarcangelo di Romagna + Rimini
Departure to SANTARCANGELO, a small medieval town with a charming
atmosphere. Visit of the city centre, from the Triumphal Arch to the ancient Malatesta
Fortress. Stop in a winery and lunch with wine tasting. Transfer to RIMINI and visit
to discover the wonders of the city: the Arch of Augustus, the Malatesta Temple,
the Church of St. Augustine with the frescoes of Giotto, the Old Fish market, built in
the eighteenth century, and the historic Galli Theater. The visit then continues with
the Domus del Chirurgo, with its 150 surgical instruments kept inside the City
Museum and a walk on the bimillenial Tiberius Bridge, proof of the admirable
Roman civil architecture. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 5 : Departure

ROMAGNA, LAND OF TASTE

TRUFFLE FAIR IN S. AGATA FELTRIA

DAY 1 : Arrival, dinner & overnight.
DAY 2 : S. Giovanni in Marignano + Gradara
Departure to S. GIOVANNI IN MARIGNANO. Visit of the historic center: the
"Village of the Witches", the "Granary of Malatesta" and "City of Wine", due to
the numerous wine farms. Visit to a winery and lunch with wine tasting. Visit to
the famous Castle of GRADARA. Particularly striking is the view of the
fortress and the underlying historical village. Legend has it that the castle was
the scene of the famous and tragic love story of Paolo and Francesca, caught in
each other’s arms and killed by Gianciotto, Francesca’s husband. This love story
was immortalized by Dante in his Divine Comedy. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 3 : Rimini + Verucchio
Departure to RIMINI and visit to discover the wonders of the city: the Arch of
Augustus, the Malatesta Temple, the Church of St. Augustine with the frescoes
of Giotto, the Old Fish market (built in the 18th century the historic Galli Theater
and the bimillenial Tiberius Bridge, proof of the admirable Roman civil
architecture. Lunch in restaurant with fish menu. In the afternoon transfer to
VERUCCHIO. Guided visit to the “Villanoviano” Museum, a valuable collection
perfectly preserved of artifact from Etruscan age, and to the Malatestian
Fortress, from the prisons, through the medieval halls, till the panoramic
terrace with the wonderful landscape. Dinner & overnight.
DAY 4 : San Marino + Sant‘Agata Feltria
Departure to REPUBLIC SAN MARINO, guided visit of the medieval hilltop town
from S. Francis Arch, through the medieval lanes, till the Crossbow's
amphitheater and the Cathedral of the Saint Marino on the top of the old
center. Transfer to S. AGATA FELTRIA for the National Truffle Fair!
Free lunch in the main square which is turned for the occasion into a huge
eating area, where you can taste traditional and delicious dishes with Truffle,
Porcini Mushroom and other autumn products. Enjoy the rest of the afternoon
wondering through the market stalls where you can buy typical local products
and handy crafts as well as watch theatrical shows. Dinner & overnight.

DAY 5 : Departure

TRUFFLE FAIR IN S. AGATA FELTRIA

CONTACTS
Consorzio Costa Hotels / Mare Collina Tour Travel
Viale Empoli 31 - 47838 Riccione (RN)
Tel. +39 0541 607636 Fax. +39 0541 695979
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